Ensure all Provenance Recording Types record the same things

11/12/2008 04:41 PM - Derik Barseghian

Status: New
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Derik Barseghian
Category: provenance
Target version: 3.X.Y
Bugzilla-Id: 3652

Description
Recording Type SQL-SPA-v8 records files referenced by string tokens and the workflow moml. This is not done by the other recording types, and this will cause a problem for a user who wants to generate a report containing figures in output files but is trying to use a non SQL-SPA-v8 prov-store.

A user wanting to export a workflow run to a Publication Ready Archive but who is trying to use a non SQL-SPA-v8 prov-store would also have a problem.

Related issues:
Blocks Kepler - Bug #3633: New token type: By Reference / By Value

History
#1 - 02/25/2009 04:40 PM - Derik Barseghian
Paul was kind enough to put up our station fence today, and try to better align the yagi. He said it only seemed slightly off.

Unfortunately I'm seeing the same behavior as earlier this afternoon - I can only seem to occasionally grab <= 10 records at a time. The rest of the time, or if I try to grab more, I typically see "transaction failure" "timed out or resource error" "logger query serial framing error" messages. I'm looking into this further...

#2 - 02/25/2009 05:04 PM - Derik Barseghian
Ignore comment #1, it was meant for a different bug.

#3 - 03/27/2013 02:24 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 3652